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Nikon D600 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A full-color beginner guide to the basics of the Nikon D600


	The Nikon D600 is a professional-level full-frame sensor that is sure to attract an audience of DSLR newcomers and pros. This friendly-and-thorough full-color guide shows you how to get a firm grasp on this powerful camera and helps you to ultimately get better photos. *...
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Getting Started with Arduino: The Open Source Electronics Prototyping Platform (Make)Maker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		Arduino is the open source electronics prototyping platform that has taken the Maker Movement by storm. This thorough introduction, updated for the latest Arduino release, helps you start prototyping right away. From obtaining the required components to putting the final touches on your project, all the information you need is...
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Reinforcement Learning: With Open AI, TensorFlow and Keras Using PythonApress, 2017

	
		
			Master reinforcement learning, a popular area of machine learning, starting with the basics: discover how agents and the environment evolve and then gain a clear picture of how they are inter-related. You’ll then work with theories related to reinforcement learning and see the concepts that build up the reinforcement...
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Practical Node.js: Building Real-World Scalable Web AppsApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to build a wide range of scalable real-world web applications using a professional development toolkit. If you already know the basics of Node.js, now is the time to discover how to bring it to production level by leveraging its vast ecosystem of packages.With this book, you'll work with a varied collection of standards...
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Rails CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
Rails Cookbook is packed with the solutions you need to be a proficient developer with Rails, the leading framework for building the new generation of Web 2.0 applications.  Recipes range from the basics, like installing Rails and setting up your development environment, to the latest techniques, such as developing RESTful web services....
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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Microsoft System Center Reporting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 40 practical recipes to help you plan, create, and manage reports efficiently for all components of Microsoft System Center


	About This Book

	
		Create and deliver high value reports to show the value of your System Center investment
	
		Gain access to real world solutions in the art and...
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Learning Image Processing with OpenCVPackt Publishing, 2015

	Exploit the amazing features of OpenCV to create powerful image processing applications through easy-to-follow examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build full-fledged image processing applications using free tools and libraries
	
		Take advantage of cutting-edge image processing...
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The Executive MBA for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2009

	All too often, a simple lack of understanding of fundamental business concepts is enough to prevent capable scientists and engineers from receiving otherwise deserved promotions. These days, technical merit and hard work alone no longer guarantee upward mobility. For scientists and engineers with aspirations of moving up the corporate ladder...
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Car PC HacksO'Reilly, 2005
A car PC or carputer is a car tricked-out with electronics for playing radio, music and DVD movies, connecting to the Internet, navigating and tracking with satellite, taking photos, and any electronic gadget a person wants in a car. All these devices are managed and controlled through a single screen or interface. The only place car PC enthusiasts...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 in 24 Hours, First EditionSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to FrontPage and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft FrontPage 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in FrontPage. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour lessons. After...
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Computing for the Older and Wiser: Get Up and Running On Your Home PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Computing for the Older & Wiser is a simple-to-follow user friendly guide aimed at the older generation introducing the basics of mastering a computer.   Covering the latest release of Windows Vista Home PremiumTM and Windows XPTM, this book is designed for people who want straightforward instructions on...
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